Your Solution to 3-Dimensional Odor & Pathogen Control
How does Airicide® work?
In simplified terms, odors float in the air as molecules. When breathed in, these molecules reach the nasal cavity containing thousands of hair-like antennae called cilia that receive these molecules and trigger impulses to the brain identifying the smell.
Airicide® links with the foul odor & changes the shape of the molecule so it is no longer perceived as a foul odor. Airicide® is in every Airx product. For more go to www.airxlabs.com

AIRX STARTED WITH THE HELP OF A WORLDWIDE AUTHORITY
Today there’s a great deal more known about the sense of smell, with the foremost research in the world being done at leading universities close to our plant in the Philadelphia area. They have led us to a chemical complex we call AIRICIDE®, that is much more than a “mask” and is part of every Airx formula.

3-DIMENSIONAL ODOR CONTROL
We are the only line of odor control products that offers solutions in 3 dimensions: Airborne, Surface and Sub-Surface. By operating in 3-dimensions, we are able to deal with any odor situation. If your current odor control products are only working in the air, they are missing the source of many odors.

YOUR SENSE OF SMELL AND HOW IT WORKS
When breathed in, these odor molecules reach a dead end passage at the top of the nasal cavity containing thousands of hair-like antennae called cilia that receive these molecules and trigger impulses to the brain identifying the smell.
Scientists now believe different cilia accept only molecules of a specific size and shape, or as the experts say, accept only molecules of specific “geometries”.

HOW AN AIRX PRODUCT IS DIFFERENT... AND BETTER
To maximize the effectiveness of our Airx product line, we incorporate AIRICIDE® in every formulation. Why? To change the “geometry” of a foul odor molecule. By doing so, we change the perception of the odor and how it is recognized by your brain. To learn more about AIRICIDE®, watch our video online at airxlabs.com
Airborne
Odors from smoke, garbage, organic matter and other sources travel through the air and are often difficult to control. While some Airx products treat the source of these odors, the ones listed under airborne are formulated to immediately eliminate these odors.

Surface
To eliminate odor causing sources on surfaces, you need to have products that will quickly and easily clean & disinfect without harming the area being treated. Disinfectants can kill bacteria and viruses while good cleaners can remove the source of odors. Ours do both!

Sub-Surface
This is the most difficult dimension to attack where the odors that may be in the drain, carpet, concrete and toilets are hard to reach. These are the areas that Airx products seek out, penetrate, consume or clean the worst of foul odors.
RX17 Stick-On Odor Counteractant
• Comes in attractive, closable capsules. Place on desks, tables or out of sight.
• Has an adhesive bottom to stick to out of sight places such as under a desk or chair.
• Airicide® Odor Control is encapsulated into millions of microscopic cells for steady release.

**Packed 12 per box, 6 boxes per master case.**

RX19E Microcell Odor Counteractant
• Encapsulated Odor Control Blocks come in easy to remove foil bags, no need to touch the block.
• Works with Airx Freshenaire, Scentinel and Scentinel Jr. cabinets.
• Can be adapted to fit in existing and competing cabinets.
• Small and compact blocks allow the use of more than 1 block per cabinet.

**Packed 8 per box, 6 boxes per master case.**

RX20F Fabric, Carpet & Air Freshener
• Designed specifically to rid carpets, upholstery, draperies and fabrics of foul odors.
• Also works on athletic equipment and as a space spray.
• Safe on most fabrics and colors.

**Packed 12 quarts per case.**

RX22 High Intensity Deodorizing Spray
• High intensity to neutralize the most offensive foul odors.
• Can be used on a variety of surfaces such as carpets, fabrics and trash receptacles.
• 1 gallon is equivalent to about 2 dozen aerosols.

**Packed in quarts, gallons and drums.**

RX23 Super Strength Space Deodorizer
• Pocket sized allowing you to quickly deodorize a room wherever you go.
• A single spray can erase foul odors from an entire 9’x12’ room.
• Super concentrated to tackle the toughest odor problems.

**Packed in 1 oz. bottles, 12 per case.**

RX REFRESH® Aerosol Replacement System
• Concentrated space deodorizer that is designed to work with a new type of trigger sprayer that projects a calculated amount of air freshener into a fine mist with every trigger pull.
• An alternative to expensive and wasteful aerosol cans.
• One bottle of RX Refresh® Concentrate fills 32 RX Refresh® Sprayers.

**Packed 2 concentrated quarts with 2 9oz. sprayers.**
**RX29 Smoke & Foul Odor Eliminator**
- Packaged in aerosol cans to spray on surfaces or as a space deodorizer.
- Ultra dry formulation makes it safe to use on fabrics.
- Designed specifically for smoke and other foul odors.
  *Packed in 20 oz. aerosol cans, 12 per case.*

**RX99 All Purpose Water Soluble Deodorizer**
- Super concentrated to tackle the toughest odor control problems with a light lemon scent.
- Water soluble so you can add RX99 to any of your other cleaning solutions.
- Works on the toughest odor problems such as cigarette urns, trash dumpsters, etc.
- Can be diluted with water to make a deodorizing spray.
  *Packed in gallons and drums.*

**RX60 Super Strength Foul Odor Eliminator**
- Super concentrated to tackle the toughest odor control problems.
- Water soluble so you can add RX60 to any of your other cleaning solutions.
- Works on the toughest odor problems such as cigarette urns, trash dumpsters, etc.
- Can be diluted with water to make a deodorizing spray.
  *Packed in pints, gallons and drums.*

**RX99 All Purpose Water Soluble Deodorizer**
- Super concentrated to tackle the toughest odor control problems with a light lemon scent.
- Water soluble so you can add RX99 to any of your other cleaning solutions.
- Works on the toughest odor problems such as cigarette urns, trash dumpsters, etc.
- Can be diluted with water to make a deodorizing spray.
  *Packed in gallons and drums.*

**RX100 100% Active Foul Odor Counteractant**
- Ultra concentrated to tackle foul odors quickly.
- Can be sprayed into the air as a space spray, or onto surfaces and into receptacles for quick odor control.
- Can be used to replenish microcell odor counteractants.
  *Packed in pints, 9 per case.*

**RX Gels RX Scentinel Gel Odor Control System**
- All the power of the RX17’s and RX19E now in a gel.
- Works with existing Scentinel Gel Cabinet or can be left out in the open.
- Gels will not dry out or get caked over, lasts about 3 months.
  *Packed 12 per box, 4 boxes per master case.*

- **Super concentrated + RTU**
- **Each contains Airicide®**
- **Eliminates odors at the source**
Surface

RX15 Disinfectant Cleaner & Odor Counteractant
• Concentrated for extra strong cleaning performance.
• Disinfects and sanitizes. Kills a wide range of bacteria including Staph and Salmonella. Also effective against viruses such as Hepatitis and HIV.
• Contains Airicide® to combat foul odors.
• For use in institutions, hospitals, nursing homes, etc.
Packed in gallons and drums.

RX34 Trash & Dumpster Cleaner & Odor Counteractant
• Is a concentrated heavy duty degreaser fortified with surfactants, orange oils and Airicide®.
• It can be foamed on or diluted into buckets or sprayers for manual application.
• It creates a clinging foam when mixed with water to help give extra dwell time and better cleaning.
• Contains Airicide® for strong odor counteracting action.
Packed in Quarts & gallons.

RX44 HDQ Disinfectant Cleaner & Odor Counteractant
• One of the most advanced of EPA registered concentrated disinfectant cleaners. Kills MRSA, Hepatitis B and C virus, etc.
• RX44 HDQ is a one step disinfectant that is effective against a broad spectrum of bacteria and is virucidal.
• Contains Airicide® for strong odor counteracting action.
Packed in gallons, BIBs and drums.

RX30 Concentrated Deodorizer Degreaser
• Concentrated high powered combination cleaner degreaser for removal of heavy greasy soil.
• Powerful deodorizer, like other Airx products RX30 contains Airicide®.
• Can be used on garbage, fats, oils, fermentation, decay, mildew, etc.
Packed in gallons and drums.

RX44 ACE Disinfectant Cleaner & Odor Counteractant
• Our most advanced EPA registered concentrated disinfectant cleaner in the Airx line.
• More kill claims than any other Airx product.
• Kills Parvo, Bordetella and other hard to kill bacteria and viruses.
• Also contains Airicide® for strong odor counteracting action.
• pH Neutral.
Packed in gallons, pails and drums.

RX71 Acidulated Foam Cleaner
• Highly concentrated, foaming cleaner that clings to vertical surfaces.
• Acidulated to remove soil that even more harsh alkaline cleaners will not touch.
• Contains no abrasives to scratch or dull surfaces making it ideal for shower walls and floors.
Packed in gallons.

RX75 Antibacterial Heavy Duty Cleaner & Odor Counteractant
• RTU is ideal for spray & wipe applications.
• Kills Parvo, TB bacillus, Norwalk virus and many more.
• Comes in either Airicide® or a Fresh Herbal scent for strong odor counteraction
• Approved for cleaning up blood spills.
Packed in quarts, gallons, BIBs and drums.
RX75 WIPES  Antibacterial Heavy Duty Cleaner/Disinfectant Wipes
- No diluting, no spraying, just wipe surfaces to clean and disinfect.
- Kills MRSA, E-Coli, TB bacillus, Norwalk virus and many more.
- Penetrates, liquifies and removes oily, greasy soil.
- Both the surfactant and the disinfectant are biodegradable, contains no phosphates.
**Packed 180 wipes per tub, 6 tubs per case.**

RX82 Soil Resistant Carpet Cleaner
- Neutral in pH making it safe to use on all types of carpet.
- Can be used with just about every type of carpet cleaning equipment.
- Low-moisture, resoil resistant formula.
- Meets California’s strict VOC requirements and new OTC guidelines.
**Packed in gallons.**

RX101 All Purpose No Film Cleaner
- No rinse, all purpose cleaner that can be used on a variety of surfaces.
- Especially good at maintaining “wet-look” floors without etching or fading.
- Contains Airicide® for strong odor counteraction while cleaning.
**Packed in gallons, BIBs, pails and drums.**

RX110/120 Urinal Screens & Toilet Rim Cages
- Biodegradable and contains no paradichlorobenzene to interfere with sewage treatment or contaminate groundwater.
- Approximately 30 days’ usage.
- Rim cages have controlled release incorporated into their design and won’t streak.
- Both contain Airicide® for total odor control.
**Packed : 110 - 12 per case.**
**120 - 24 per case.**

RX115 Fresh Herbal Gel Urinal Screens
- The same great technology as our RX110’s and RX120’s, now in a gel urinal screen.
- Attractive screen design that won’t break down over time.
- No need for caged, non-para blocks, the odor control (Airicide®) is impregnated into the screen itself.
**Packed 10 per box, 6 boxes per master case.**

RX200 Foaming Instant Hand Sanitizer
- Kills germs with only 0.2% Benzalkonium Chloride.
- No alcohol, non-flammable.
- It’s lotionized, so it won’t dry out your hands.
**Packed 6 x 1000 ml., 8 x 946.35 ml., 24 x 50 ml.**

Wipe-RX®  Refillable Wipe System
- The WIPE-RX® System is the ultimate alternative to using a spray bottle, bucket and rag or pre-packaged wipes for surface cleaning and disinfecting.
- WIPE-RX® Non Woven Heavy-Duty Wipes are designed specifically for use with Airx concentrated disinfectants.
- Has been tested to not affect the quaternary levels after dilution and treatment.
**Packed: STARTER CASE - 5 rolls of 12”x12.5”- 90 count each, RX Bucket & 1 label each for RX78+, RX44 ACE, RX15, RX101 & Bleach 1 measure device.**
**REFILL CASE - 6 rolls of 12”x12.5” - 90 count each 1 label each for RX78+, RX44 ACE, RX44 HDQ, RX15, RX101 & Bleach, 1 measure device.**
**BUCKET BOX - 6 Refillable Wipe RX Buckets 1 label each for RX78+, RX44 ACE & HDQ, RX15, RX101 & Bleach.**
### RX31 Odor Adsorbent and Liquid Absorbent
- For use in trash receptacles and dumpsters to absorb foul odors and liquid.
- Absorbs 300 times its own weight and twice its volume of liquid.
- Incinerable, completely biodegradable and made from recycled materials.
- Now with citronella to help deter insects.
*Packed 3 10 lb boxes to a master case.*

### RX32 Fast acting Bio-Enzymatic Drain Opener
- Bio-Enzymatic. Not a poison, won’t burn the skin, safer to have around and work with.
- Will not damage carpets, clothing, chrome, marble, etc.
- Works faster than other bio-enzymatic digesters because it liquefies fatty, oily, greasy blockages fast.
*Packed in quarts and gallons.*

### RX33 Bio-Enzymatic Grease Trap & Drain Maintainer
- Works nature’s way just faster. Natural bacteria release enzymes that attack, liquefy and digest organic waste.
- 200 billion microorganisms per gallon tested and certified.
- Replaces hazardous caustics that can burn or disfigure personnel and damage drain lines.
*Packed in quarts, gallons, pails and drums.*

### RX66 Bio-Enzymatic Foul Odor & Stain Digester
- A synergistic blend of cultures for broad spectrum effectiveness. Not just a single strain as are so many competitive products.
- Safe on contact surfaces – no heat, no solvents, no acids.
- 250 billion non-pathogenic bacteria per gallon.
*Packed in quarts, gallons and drums.*

### RX60 Super Strength Foul Odor Eliminator
- Super concentrated to tackle the toughest odor control problems.
- Water soluble so you can add RX60 to any of your other cleaning solutions.
- Works on the toughest odor problems such as cigarette urns, trash dumpsters, etc.
- Can be diluted with water to make a deodorizing spray.
*Packed in pints, gallons and drums.*

### RX77 Non-Acid Disinfectant Toilet Bowl & Multi-Purpose Bathroom Cleaner
- Non-acid so it can be used on a wide variety of surfaces in the bathroom including aluminum, stainless steel and glass.
- Kills organisms that produce foul odors and contains Airicide® to neutralize airborne odors.
- Clings to where it is applied for longer contact time to remove tough soil.
*Packed in quarts and drums.*

### RX78+ Disinfectant Cleaner & Odor Counteractant
- Neutral in pH to prevent the dulling of high gloss floors.
- Qualifies for hospital use, kills a wide range of both gram negative and gram positive bacteria, as well as being virucidal.
- EPA registered to kill HIV type 1.
- Comes with Airx MeaSURE® device to provide precise portion control at minimum cost.
*Packed in gallons and drums.*
• Gets to the source of odors
• Consumes organically
• Penetrates surfaces
• Each contains Airicide®

RX79+ Hospital Disinfectant & Odor Counteractant
• Comes in a handy aerosol that can be sprayed onto surfaces for disinfection.
• Qualifies for hospital use, kills a wide range of bacteria, viruses and fungi.
• Can also be used to spray on athletic equipment for the prevention of pathogenic fungi.
  Packed in 20 Oz. aerosol cans, 12 per case.

RX80 Sanitizing/Deodorizing Carpet Cleaner
• First and only sanitizing cleaner specifically for carpets.
• Can be used with all kinds of extraction equipment, all types of bonnet cleaning, even rotary shampoo machines.
• Leaves no sticky residue, can be used with low moisture carpet cleaning methods.
  Packed in gallons and drums.

RX85 Carpet & Room Deodorizer
• Safeguards expensive commercial vacuum equipment. It contains no baking soda or cornstarch (as in household products) that can infiltrate and damage equipment.
• RX85 works immediately, and because it contains AIRICIDE® Odor Counteractant, it’s not just a perfume, you use less and it has staying power for days.
  Packed in 2 LB. cans, 12 to a case.

RX89+ Germicidal Cleaner & Odor Counteractant
• Sprays a light foam that clings to vertical and other surfaces.
• Can be used on a wide variety of surfaces such as stainless steel, porcelain, etc.
• Disinfects hard surfaces as it cleans, kills a variety of bacteria and viruses such as Herpes Type 2.
  Packed in 20 Oz. aerosol cans, 12 per case.

RX109A Concentrated Disinfectant Cleaner
• Combines highly effective quaternary ammonium germicides with modern synthetic detergents, emulsifiers and builders.
• Classified by the US EPA as a general purpose disinfectant for its ability to kill a wide range of bacteria, viruses and fungi.
• Concentrated to be used at only one half ounce per gallon, even in water with presence of 5% blood serum.
  Packed in gallons, pails and drums.
Accessories
From wall brackets that hold RX75 Wipes & RX200 Hand Sanitizer Dispensers to Blood Spill Kits and even odor control devices, we have a product and/or device for every cleaning need.

You have already seen that Airx offers one of the broadest ranges of odor and pathogen control product lines available today. We also have an extensive list of devices and tools for properly dispensing, applying, treating or gaining easy access to all of these great products.

Starting with the RX19E microcells that fit in the Scentinel Jr. (wall mount, passive) and Scentinel (wall mount, motorized) and the Freshenaire (motorized, transportable) cabinets. Each one is designed to help treat different size areas with airborne odor issues.

The RX75 Pathogen Compliance Center and the RX75 Blood Spill Kit are the most comprehensive OPIM (Other Potential Infectious Material) clean up kits available. It is one of the only refillable clean up kits on the market. To learn more about the other Airx accessories you can go to the airxlabs.com website or ask your salesperson.

RX75 Wipes Mounting Bracket, RX Blood Spill Kits and Compliance Centers, Freshenaire, Scentinel, Scentinel Jr., RX31 Mesh Bags, RX Scentinel Gel Cabinets

• Dispenser to control usage and common misusage of products
• Blood Spill Protection Packs available for RX75 PCC
• Automatic dosing devices for drain treatment and much more
Sales Support Items
Our goal is to equip your sales team with all the latest product information & the necessary materials to close the sale and get that order.

TRAINING 24-7
AIRX LABORATORIES has been the choice of professionals for their solutions to disinfection and total odor control for over 30 years.

With our partner website JANCAST.com, you can download audio programs to solve your maintenance problems and allow you and your employees to work in a “Clean and Healthy” workplace.

Custom training programs are also available for your staff.

INTENSIVE DISTRIBUTOR SALES TRAINING
Two day classes at our dedicated Training Center. Dates are offered throughout the year. Normal starting time is Monday morning at 9:00 am until 4:30 pm with a group dinner after. The second session starts on Tuesday at 9:00 am ending shortly after lunch with certificate awards. Our Disinfection and Decontamination Certification Seminars are held throughout the USA. For details on the next one in your area, please email us at sales@airxinfo.com

Custom Product Sheets, Portion Control Devices, Empty Bottles and Secondary Labels.

- Information for product use and specifications available at www.airxlabs.com
- Samples, samples and more samples... Just ask your salesperson!
- Live Tech Help Monday through Thursday 8-5, Fridays 8-4:30.